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Neurons at early stages of the visual cortex signal elemental features, such as pieces of contour, but how these signals are organized into
perceptual objects is unclear. Theories have proposed that spiking synchrony between these neurons encodes how features are grouped
(binding-by-synchrony), but recent studies did not find the predicted increase in synchrony with binding. Here we propose that features
are grouped to “proto-objects” by intrinsic feedback circuits that enhance the responses of the participating feature neurons. This
hypothesis predicts synchrony exclusively between feature neurons that receive feedback from the same grouping circuit. We recorded
from neurons in macaque visual cortex and used border-ownership selectivity, an intrinsic property of the neurons, to infer whether or
not two neurons are part of the same grouping circuit. We found that binding produced synchrony between same-circuit neurons, but not
between other pairs of neurons, as predicted by the grouping hypothesis. In a selective attention task, synchrony emerged with ignored as
well as attended objects, and higher synchrony was associated with faster behavioral responses, as would be expected from early grouping
mechanisms that provide the structure for object-based processing. Thus, synchrony could be produced by automatic activation of
intrinsic grouping circuits. However, the binding-related elevation of synchrony was weak compared with its random fluctuations,
arguing against synchrony as a code for binding. In contrast, feedback grouping circuits encode binding by modulating the response
strength of related feature neurons. Thus, our results suggest a novel coding mechanism that might underlie the proto-objects of
perception.
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Introduction
An unresolved question in neuroscience is how the brain repre-
sents objects. The early stages of the visual cortex, areas V1 and
V2, each containing hundreds of millions of visually selective
neurons, hold the most detailed information. But these neurons
have small receptive fields representing elemental features. How
these features are grouped into objects is not clear. Neurons in the
inferotemporal cortex have larger receptive fields and can signal
combinations of local features as needed for object recognition,
but this seems to rely on an earlier stage of large-scale organiza-
tion. In cluttered scenes where objects occlude one another, as in
ordinary visual environments, object recognition and search de-
pend on the identification of foreground and background and the
correct assignment of contours to the foreground (border-
ownership assignment; Nakayama et al., 1989, 1995; Rensink and
Enns, 1998; Baylis and Driver, 2001). It has therefore been sug-

gested that a stage of automatic organization first creates a pre-
liminary representation of objects (“figures” as distinct from
ground, “object files,” or “proto-objects”; Koffka, 1935; Kanizsa,
1979; Kahneman et al., 1992; Rensink, 2000; Pylyshyn, 2001) or
object surfaces (Nakayama et al., 1995).

If elemental features are represented by the firing rate code,
then representation of objects, which are conjunctions of fea-
tures, seems to require an independent code, and this could be
spiking synchrony between neurons (binding-by-synchrony; von
der Malsburg, 1986; Gray et al., 1989). However, recent studies
did not find the predicted synchrony (Lamme and Spekreijse,
1998; Roelfsema et al., 2004; Palanca and DeAngelis, 2005; Chen
et al., 2014). Moreover, studies of figure– ground organization in
visual cortex have shown that the firing rates of feature re-
sponses often depend on the image context (Lamme, 1995;
Bakin et al., 2000; Duncan et al., 2000; Zhou et al., 2000; Li et
al., 2006; Huang et al., 2008; Zhang and von der Heydt, 2010),
indicating that rate modulation may also code for the assign-
ment of features to objects. For example, some neurons give
differential responses to an edge depending on whether it is
the border of a figure on one side or the other (“border-
ownership selectivity”; Zhou et al., 2000). Because this selec-
tivity is a fixed property of the neurons, it has been proposed
that feature neurons are connected to “grouping cells” at a
higher level that facilitate their responses by feedback (Fig. 1A;
Craft et al., 2007; Qiu et al., 2007).
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A critical prediction of this hypothesis is that feature neurons
connected to the same grouping cell will fire more synchronous
spikes than other neurons when that grouping cell is activated, be-
cause they receive the same spike trains in the feedback. The main
goal of this study was to test this prediction. Moreover, since proto-
objects are the units of perception, the strength of grouping should
facilitate selective attention. Thus, we also examined whether the
degree of synchrony, which reflects the strength of grouping feed-
back, correlates positively with performance in selective shape dis-
crimination. Our results provide evidence for grouping feedback as
the mechanism of proto-object formation.

Materials and Methods
All procedures conformed to the guidelines of the National Institutes of
Health as approved by the Johns Hopkins University Animal Care and
Use Committee.

Recording. Using standard surgical and electrophysiological tech-
niques (Zhou et al., 2000), we simultaneously recorded well-isolated
extracellular action potentials from two independently controlled micro-
electrodes. We used electrodes with fine tips, which easily isolated single
units, but also picked up some background activity (platinum–iridium
alloy; 0.1 mm diameter; etched taper, �10%; glass coated; impedance,
2–9 M� at 1 kHz). The two electrodes were inserted parallel to each
other, separated by a distance of 3–14 mm. We recorded cells from V1
and V2 (in the lip of the postlunate gyrus or in the lunate sulcus after
passing through V1 and the white matter) from four hemispheres in
three male rhesus macaques (Macaca mulatta). The signal was split to
separately extract the local field potential (LFP) and spike components.
The spike signal was bandpass filtered at 250 Hz– 6 kHz (24 dB/octave)
and digitized at 50 kHz. The LFP signal was bandpass filtered at 0.7–250
Hz, and digitized at 1 kHz. Spikes were isolated using the Alpha Omega
spike detection system (ASD 2.80). The spike time data here show the
times of action potentials only for well isolated spikes, excluding noise
and multiunit activity. Occasionally, two clear waveforms were apparent
on the same channel. In those cases, their spike times were separated. The
powerline artifact was not removed from the LFP since it did not affect the
results (analyses of LFP signals with the line-noise artifact digitally removed
were not different from those with the artifact present). The direction of gaze
was monitored for one eye using an infrared video-based system (Iscan ETL-
200) at 60 Hz with angular resolution of 0.08° visual angle horizontally
and 0.16° vertically. Spike times, spike shapes, LFPs, stimulus events,
behavioral events, and gaze directions were recorded using VLab, a custom
system (Fangtu T. Qiu, personal communication) for off-line analysis.

Receptive field positions, preferred orienta-
tions, and border-ownership selectivity were
mapped using standard techniques previously re-
ported (Qiu and von der Heydt, 2005).

Visual stimuli and experimental design. Stim-
uli were generated using Open Inventor and
were presented on either a 21 inch Eizo FlexS-
can T965 or ViewSonic G220fb color monitor
with 1600 � 1200-pixel resolution at 100 Hz
refresh rate. The field of view subtended a 20°
by 15° visual angle viewed at a distance of 1 m.
A neutral gray background of 26 cd/m 2 lumi-
nance was used.

In the main experiment, three figures were
presented in two configurations (Fig. 2A). The
receptive fields of the mapped neurons were
used to define the location and shape of the
figures. In the “bound” configuration, one
quadrilateral figure was presented with oppos-
ing edges in the two receptive fields at each
neuron’s preferred orientation, with the other
edges parallel, thereby forming a trapezoid.
The other two figures were of the same shape,
but horizontally displaced, generally in the
other visual hemifield, and rotated such that
the gap between them matched the shape of the

bound figure. In the “unbound” configuration, the two edges in the
neurons’ receptive field were identical to those in the bound configura-
tion, except that in this case they were part of separate figures, and the
third figure was the same shape horizontally offset. Thus all three figures
in both configurations had comparable eccentricities. The edges in the
receptive fields were �50% longer than the diameter of the correspond-
ing classical receptive field, extending on both sides, so that any context
information about the figure was outside the classical receptive field.
Thus, each neuron was stimulated by a straight contour at its preferred
orientation. If the configuration of receptive field positions and orienta-
tions made it impossible to create a trapezoid shape between them, then
such pairs were not tested.

Each display consisted of two colors, one for the figures and one for the
background. One color was chosen to match the neurons’ color prefer-
ence if there was any, or otherwise white. The other color was a medium
gray. The assignment of the colors to figures and background was per-
muted between trials as shown in the four example displays of Figure 2A.
The color reversal in combination with the two configurations enabled us
to separate the effects of border ownership and binding from effects of
local edge contrast (Zhou et al., 2000).

In each fixation trial (see below) one of the two configurations and one
of the two contrast polarities was presented, and one of the three figures
was assigned the target of attention (the manipulation of attention is
described in Behavioral task below). Each of the three figures could be the
target. Thus, the binding and contrast polarity variables each had two
levels, while the attention variable had three levels nested within binding
(because binding changed the figure arrangement). For the analysis of
synchrony and coherence we excluded trials of the unbound conditions
in which a figure at one of the receptive fields was the target (Fig. 2A,
bottom), because the hypotheses we tested make no predictions for this
case, but all conditions were used to calculate the border-ownership
preferences of the neurons.

Trials were organized in blocks of 8 or 16. Within a block, the config-
uration of shapes and target assignment did not change while the local
contrast polarity and response type (lever press or pull; see Behavioral
task) were pseudorandomly varied and balanced over the block. Shape
configuration and target figure were pseudorandomly reassigned be-
tween blocks and balanced over the set of blocks.

Behavioral task. The animals were trained to perform two kinds of
tasks as signaled to them by the shape of the fixation spot. The first was a
fixation task that was used for mapping receptive fields and preliminary
analysis. It required the animals to maintain the gaze direction signal
within a 1° radius window centered on the fixation spot. For the main test

Figure 1. The hypothesis of feedback grouping circuits. A, Local-feature-selective neurons, in addition to projecting to down-
stream processing areas (not shown), send collaterals to grouping cells (G) that enhance their activity through feedback connec-
tions (red and blue dashed lines). This feedback makes the neurons selective for the side of border ownership, as indicated by
arrows on the receptive field symbols (ellipses). B, The hypothesis predicts (1) that pairs of neurons whose border-ownership
preferences are consistent with a common object (symbols connected by red dashed lines) will have increased synchrony when
stimulated by a common object (bound) compared with two separate objects (unbound), while (2) pairs of neurons with incon-
sistent preferences (symbols connected by gray dashed lines) will show no synchrony, regardless of the binding condition.
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of our experiment, the animals performed a
shape discrimination task in which they were
required to indicate by manipulating a joystick
whether the target figure changed shape or
moved (Fig. 2B), while ignoring any changes of
the distracter figures. Throughout, they were
required to maintain the gaze direction signal
within a 1° radius window centered on the fix-
ation spot. In instruction trials before each
block of trials, one of the figures was designated
as the target for the behavioral task by blinking,
and this figure determined the reward contin-
gency throughout the block. Instruction trials
were excluded from all analyses.

The shape change or movement of the target
and distracter figures was produced by moving
the two opposing edges of each trapezoid. In
each trial, four moving edges (two of the target
and two of the distracter) moved indepen-
dently and pseudorandomly, creating shape
change and movement with equal frequency
(for monkey GW, only the target underwent a
change because he was not able to learn the task
at above-chance levels when distracters also
changed). The distance of edge movement was
limited by the size of the figure, since in the case
of a contraction the edges come together; ex-
pansion and movement distances were set
equal to the contraction distance; the edges
typically moved beyond the extent of the re-
corded receptive fields before the monkey re-
sponded; however, because we analyzed
synchrony only during the static period, i.e.,
before the edges begin to move, the extent of
the movement is not relevant to the analysis.

In a successful trial (Fig. 2C), a central fixa-
tion spot appeared after an intertrial interval
with a blank screen (1000 ms). The animals
found and fixated on the spot for 300 ms, after
which time the three figures were displayed. After 1000 ms, the target
figure and one of the distracters began to change shape or move, and the
animal had to respond according to the target figure (for monkey GW,
the onset of the critical change was delayed randomly by 500 –1500 ms;
from these data, only trials with movement after 1000 ms were included
for analysis). If the monkey responded correctly, he received a drop of
juice reward, and the screen cleared for the intertrial interval of 1 s. In
incorrect trials, or in the case of fixation breaks, the animal received no
juice reward and the intertrial interval was increased by 1 s. A single cue
trial was inserted if the monkey performed �3 consecutive incorrect
trials. Cue trials were not included in the analysis.

Spike train and LFP analysis. The analysis of spike and LFP recordings
focused on the interval 400 –1050 ms after figure onset where the mean
firing rate was stationary, excluding the initial transient of the responses.
Neuron pairs where either neuron was not sufficiently driven by the
stimuli (�5 spikes/s mean firing rate in at least 1 condition) or pairs with
�8 completed trials per condition were excluded.

Border-ownership selectivity was determined by a three-way ANOVA
on the square-root transformed spike counts with binding, attend, and
contrast polarity as independent variables. The square-root transforma-
tion x ¡ (x � 3/8)1/2 (Bartlett, 1936) was used to stabilize the variance
(the variances of the spike counts of repeated responses typically vary in
proportion to their mean; Vogels et al., 1989).

Covariograms and spike rate correlations. Covariograms and trial-by-trial
spike rate correlations (“noise correlations”) between simultaneously re-
corded spike trains were computed separately for each of the conditions
given by the variables local contrast, binding, and attention.

Noise correlations were calculated by finding, for each condition and
pair, the Pearson’s correlation coefficient of the square-root transformed
spike counts in the stationary period (400 –1050 ms after figure onset).

Covariograms were calculated either for the entire stationary period
(400 –1050 ms after figure onset) or in sliding windows 250 ms wide in 10
ms steps. The spike time records were converted to time series with 1 ms
resolution, assigning a value of 1 if a spike was recorded and zero other-
wise, in the following called spike trains. The covariogram between spike
trains Sj, Sk from neurons j and k was computed as follows:
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is the cross-correlation function between the ith trial of spike trains Sj
i,
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i �w	 is the half-width of the window of cross-correlation, t0 and tend

define the analysis period),
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is the mean spike count per bin in trial i of train j, and �(�)  tend � t0 � ���
is a triangular function used to correct for the varying amount of overlap
between the two spike trains at each time lag �.

Because the spike trains are time– density functions (e.g., counts/ms)
the covariogram has the dimension of coincidences/s 2. To represent the
population, covariograms were averaged across neuron pairs within the
pair groups and conditions after symmetrizing each covariogram accord-
ing to the following equation: Csym(�)  1

2
[C(�) � C(��)].

Figure 2. Experimental design. A, Schematic illustration of the four basic conditions of the experiment. Three trapezoidal
figures were presented simultaneously so that two edges activated the receptive fields of the recorded neurons at their preferred
orientations (red ellipses, not part of the display). The two edges were either part of two separate figures (unbound) or of the same
figure (bound). The contrast was reversed between bound and unbound conditions to make the edges in the receptive fields
identical. Both conditions were also tested with the opposite contrast (not shown). The monkey attended one of the figures as
indicated by a yellow star (not part of the display) according to instruction given before a block of trials. B, The monkey is rewarded
if he correctly indicates by lever movement whether the edges move in phase, producing object movement (left), or in antiphase,
producing contraction or expansion (right). C, Task. Monkey initiates a trial by fixating a central point. Then the three figures
appear, one of which has been cued as the target. After 1000 ms, opposite edges in the target and one of the distracter figures begin
to move and the monkey responds using a lever.
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Synchrony. Synchrony was calculated by integrating the covariograms
over a certain interval around zero as follows:

Yj,k � �
���

�

Cj,k��	 � binsize

This gives us the frequency of coincident spikes in cells j and k in excess of
the level expected by chance. We will include � in statements about the
degree of synchrony. For example, by “40 ms synchrony,” we mean the
frequency of coincidences obtained by integrating the covariogram
over the range �40 ms. Because the covariograms correct for effects
of firing rate variation, the synchrony thus calculated should correctly
be termed “excess synchrony,” synchrony that exceeds the rate of
coincidences expected by chance. However, for brevity we will gener-
ally call it just synchrony.

The overall mean level of synchrony expected by chance was calculated
from the average across conditions of the cross-correlation function of
the peristimulus time histograms.

To test for precise synchrony we used an interval jitter method (Ama-
rasingham et al., 2012). This method tests the specific null hypothesis
that there was no temporal structure on a scale finer than a chosen bin
width 	. For a given 	, surrogate spike trains are created from each
original spike train by randomizing spike times with a uniform distribu-
tion in bins of length 	. This procedure maintains the coarse firing rate
profile of each response at the resolution defined by 	. Repeating this
jittering 1000 times produced ensembles of surrogate spike trains from
which a distribution of surrogate cross-correlograms was calculated. The
mean of this distribution was subtracted from the cross-correlogram
of the original spike trains, as well as from each surrogate cross-
correlogram, providing a jitter-derived covariogram and confidence lim-
its of the null hypothesis.

Coherence. Coherence between pairs of spikes, or between spikes and
LFPs, was measured in the period from 400 to 1050 ms after stimulus
onset using the multitaper method (Mitra and Pesaran, 1999; Jarvis and
Mitra, 2001), with functions modified from the Chronux data analysis
toolbox for Matlab (www.chronux.org). The cross-spectrum Sxy is the
mean over tapers (k) and trials ( N) of the Fourier transform of one signal,
x, times the complex conjugate of the Fourier transform of the other
signal, y: Sxy(f )  �Jx(f )Jy �(f )�N.k, where

Jx�f 	 � �
t1

T

wk�t	 xte
�2
ift.

Coherence is the magnitude of the cross-spectrum of two signals divided
by the geometric mean of the two spectra:

Cxy�f 	 � � Sxy�f 	

�Sx�f 	Sy�f 	
�

and has values between 0 and 1, where signals having a low covariation of
amplitude or variable phase relation have coherence close to zero, and
signals with high amplitude covariation and constant phase relation will
have a coherence close to 1. For spike–spike coherence, we used 20 Sle-
pian tapers to get an effective spectral smoothing of �16 Hz at low
frequencies (f � 30 Hz) and 38 tapers for �30 Hz smoothing in gamma
and high gamma (f � 30 Hz). For spike-field coherence, we used nine
tapers for �8 Hz smoothing at low frequencies and 20 tapers for �16 Hz
smoothing in gamma and high gamma. Spike and LFP signals were
mean-free, and LFP signals were detrended before coherence analysis.
Coherence has a bias where it approaches 1 as the number of trials goes to
1, but this bias becomes negligible at trial counts �10. We considered a
correction for this bias using the transformation in Bokil et al. (2007), but
the correction did not affect our results since our data had �8 trials per
condition and typically had many more; the correction is not applied in
the results reported here.

Covariograms and coherence spectra were smoothed (using a Gauss-
ian kernel of �  4 ms for covariograms, �  4 Hz for coherence) for
clarity of the display.

Behavioral correlations. To determine whether synchrony was related to
reaction time, we performed two analyses. First, we computed, over all pairs

and trials in each condition and pair group, the regression of reaction time
on synchrony. Because reaction time has a distribution that deviates from
normality, we applied the transformation RTt � �RT � 300 ms, which
produced an approximately normal distribution. Next, for each pair and
condition we found the mean synchrony in the quartiles of trials with the
fastest and slowest reaction time. We compared the population means of
consistent and inconsistent pairs (as defined in Results) of the bound and
unbound conditions in these quartiles.

Significance testing. We tested whether the amount of synchrony or
coherence in two conditions was significantly different by randomly as-
signing trials to conditions, maintaining the number of trials per condi-
tion, and calculating the difference between the means, repeating the
whole procedure 1000 times. The quantile of the actual difference in the
resulting “null distribution” of randomized differences is the p value of
the test. We used a similar randomization test to determine the signifi-
cance of differences between the groups of pairs (consistent and incon-
sistent), where the null distribution was formed by randomly assigning
pairs to groups.

Analysis of eye movements. The possible influence of eye movements on
the results was determined by analyzing (1) the mean gaze position dur-
ing the static stimulus periods and (2) the frequency of microsaccades
during these periods. Gaze position was examined by ANOVA with the
experimental variables binding, attend, and contrast polarity as factors. The
frequency of microsaccades was examined by two separate ANOVAs, one for
the ignore condition (attend  0) with binding and contrast polarity as
factors, and a second one for the bound condition (binding  1) with attend
and contrast polarity as factors.

Results
We evaluated our results with regard to three hypotheses, the
binding-by-synchrony hypothesis (von der Malsburg, 1986; Gray et
al., 1989), the attention coding hypothesis (Niebur and Koch, 1994),
and the grouping hypothesis outlined here. For the binding-by-
synchrony hypothesis, the critical question is whether neurons ex-
hibit a higher degree of synchrony when they are stimulated by
the same object (the binding condition) than when they are stim-
ulated by different objects. Specifically, the added synchrony
should be sufficiently strong relative to the variability of syn-
chrony across recording sites to provide a robust population sig-
nal for feature grouping. The attention coding hypothesis faces a
similar question: does attention increase synchrony sufficiently
so that downstream centers can selectively process the features of
the attended object.

The critical question for the grouping hypothesis is whether
binding produces a greater increase of synchrony between feature
neurons in the same grouping circuit compared with feature neu-
rons in different grouping circuits. Figure 1 shows that whether
two neurons are part of the same grouping circuit is related to
their border-ownership preferences: pairs of neurons with
border-ownership preferences pointing toward each other (con-
sistent pairs; Fig. 1B, red dashed lines) likely receive common
grouping inputs, and neurons with inconsistent preferences (Fig.
1B, gray dashed lines) likely receive disparate grouping inputs.
Note that in this theory, synchrony demonstrates a specific neural
connectivity, and it is this connectivity that underlies the en-
hancement of feature responses with binding and attention. The
amount of synchrony is not critical because selective processing is
based on the enhancement of firing rates (for which there is evi-
dence; Reynolds et al., 2000; Roelfsema et al., 2004; Qiu et al.,
2007; Wannig et al., 2011), although it may be further facilitated
by increased synchrony.

We recorded pairs of neurons from separate microelectrodes
in macaque visual cortex (areas V1, V2) of three monkeys while
varying the stimulus configuration so that the neurons were stim-
ulated either by the same object (bound) or by separate objects
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(unbound; Fig. 1B). The objects were shaped with contours in the
neurons’ receptive fields such that each was stimulated at its op-
timal orientation.

To see the influence of attention, we trained the monkeys to
covertly attend one of three simultaneously presented figures in
anticipation of a response cue (Fig. 2A). To obtain a reward, they
had to discriminate whether the target figure changed shape or
moved. Because we wanted the system to process the distributed
feature signals of an object as a whole, we designed the task so that
the animal had to use the edge signals from opposite sides of the
target figure. Each trial started with a static presentation of the
three figures (1000 ms), after which two edges of the target moved
either in phase, producing object movement, or in antiphase,
producing expansion or contraction (Fig. 2B,C). Similar but in-
dependent movements were applied to the edges in one of the
distractor figures in two of the three monkeys (see Materials and
Methods). To obtain a reward, the animal had to correctly indi-
cate with a lever whether the target changed shape or moved,
while maintaining central fixation throughout (1° radius fixation
window). A block design was used and configuration and desig-
nation of the target remained the same throughout the blocks (8
or 16 trials). We analyzed spike synchrony in three conditions
(unbound-ignore, bound-ignore, bound-attend) during the
static period when the animal covertly attended the target figure
(the responses to the edge movements were not included). The
bottom condition in Figure 2A (unbound-attend) was not used
in the analysis of synchrony because the hypotheses make no clear
prediction for this situation, but all conditions were used for
determining border-ownership selectivity and attentional re-
sponse enhancement.

Of 190 pairs recorded, 104 had sufficient trials for analysis
(minimum eight trials, maximum 394, mean 80.6) in every con-
dition (monkey GW, 15; monkey DW, 41; monkey BE, 48). We
classified 38 pairs as consistent (GW, 8; DW, 15; BE, 15) and 66 as
inconsistent based on the difference in firing rates in response to
a figure on one side compared with the other (preferred side
produced 32% stronger responses on average; CI, 27–38%; N 
208). Attention produced 5.5% enhancement of responses in
consistent pairs in the bound condition (N  76; CI, 1.5–9.4%;
p � 0.008, paired t test). We found no differences in synchrony
between area classifications of the pairs (V1–V1, N  25; V1–V2,
N  29; V2–V2, N  42; not classified, N  8; p  0.14, ANOVA
with factors pair consistency type, condition, area classification)
or between the three monkeys (p  0.08, ANOVA with factors
pair consistency type, condition, monkey). We therefore pooled
the data from the three monkeys and the pairs from different
areas.

Thereactiontimeswerecomparablebetweenthemonkeys(monkey
GW: mean reaction time, 446 � 72 ms; accuracy, 98.5%; monkey DW:
mean reaction time, 504 � 87 ms; accuracy, 82.3%; monkey BE: mean
reaction time, 422 � 77 ms; accuracy, 70.8%). In each monkey, re-
action times did not vary across conditions and pair consistency
types (condition p  0.11, pair consistency type p  0.9, ANOVA
with factors pair consistency type, condition, monkey). Thus all
conditions were equally difficult for each monkey and their reac-
tion times did not change between periods when consistent and
inconsistent pairs were recorded. Because one monkey (GW) was
not able to perform the task above chance level with distracter
movement, he was tested with only target movement, which re-
sulted in higher overall accuracy than the other monkeys, but his
neurophysiological results were nevertheless consistent in all re-
spects with those of the others.

Because the figures were shaped based on the recorded neu-
rons’ receptive field location and preferred orientation, each pair
led to the creation of a different configuration of figures. It was
interesting to note that the animals were able to generalize the
task to any trapezoid shape we presented. Receptive field posi-
tions were in the lower hemifield at eccentricities of 0.3–3.1°
(mean 1.5°) for the more central receptive field of a pair, and
1.1– 4.3° (mean 2.6°) for the more peripheral receptive field. The
figures varied in size according to the distance between the recep-
tive fields (0.6 –3.8°; mean, 1.8°) and distance from fixation (1.0 –
3.4°; mean, 2.1°), but in all pairs, the receptive fields were
exclusively nonoverlapping, and there was no difference in the
size of figures defined by consistent (0.6 –3.8°; mean, 1.8°) or
inconsistent pairs (0.6 –3.3°; mean, 1.8°).

Effects of binding and attention on synchrony
We measured spike synchrony by calculating cross-correlations
between simultaneously recorded spike trains and correcting for
coincidences expected by chance (see Materials and Methods).
We subtracted individual shuffle predictors from the cross-
correlograms for each of the binding and attention conditions.
The shuffle predictor, which is the cross-correlation function
of the two peristimulus time histograms, is designed to correct for
the stimulus-locked covariance of firing rates. However, in the
presence of common fluctuations of excitability in the two neu-
rons, the shuffle predictor is inaccurate, which can lead to peaks
in the corrected cross-correlogram even when the spike trains are
completely independent (Brody, 1999). To eliminate this possi-
bility we subtracted from the spike train of each single response
the mean firing rate of that response during the analysis period
before calculating the cross-correlation function and shuffle pre-
dictor, as suggested by Roelfsema et al. (2004). As a further pre-
caution, we excluded from the analysis the initial part of the
responses where firing rates vary rapidly, using only the station-
ary period from 400 to 1050 ms after stimulus onset (as a result,
the shuffle predictors were essentially flat). We refer to these
corrected cross-correlation functions as covariograms (see Mate-
rials and Methods). Excess synchrony (i.e., synchrony beyond
what could be expected by chance) was determined by integrating
the covariogram over a chosen interval about zero.

We found that consistent pairs exhibited synchrony that var-
ied with object configuration and attention (Fig. 3). Covario-
grams of example pairs from each monkey (Fig. 3B) show the
excess coincidences as a function of time lag between spikes and
time across the trial. The effect of binding can be seen by com-
paring the bound-ignore and unbound-ignore conditions (mid-
dle and top rows). The covariograms show clear positive peaks
centered on zero lag that last throughout the trial in the bound
configuration, compared with generally low coincidence counts
in the unbound configuration, indicating increased synchrony
with binding. When the binding figure was attended, synchrony
was lower compared with when the figure was ignored (compare
bottom and middle rows).

The same effects can be seen in the population averages (Figs.
3C, 4). To calculate the average, the covariograms of the individ-
ual neuron pairs were symmetrized assuming that the order of
neurons in a pair is arbitrary. Indeed, we found no systematic
deviations of the peaks from zero even among the V1–V2 pairs.
Correlations between consistent pairs peak at zero lag, and bind-
ing increases the amplitude of the peak (Fig. 4A, left, black solid vs
dashed lines), while attention decreases it (solid yellow vs black
lines). For the inconsistent pairs, correlations are low and rela-
tively broad in all conditions (Fig. 4A, right).
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To compare the different hypotheses, we calculated the rates
of synchrony by counting spike coincidences within 40 ms in the
three conditions for all pairs as well as for the two groups sepa-
rately (Fig. 4B). We chose 40 ms because this was approximately
the half-width of Gaussians fitted to the peaks in Figure 4A. When
averaging over neuron pairs indiscriminately (All), we see a small

but significant increase of synchrony with binding (0.6 Hz, p �
0.01, randomization test used here and for all following tests
unless stated otherwise), but no effect of attention (p  0.52).
Thus, there is no evidence in our data for a role of synchrony in
coding attention. Regarding coding of binding-by-synchrony,
the increase in frequency of coincidences of 0.6 Hz must be com-

Figure 3. Effect of object configuration and selective attention on spike coincidences over the course of the trial. A, Example set of display configurations (as for neuron pair 1) with fixation spot
(circle). Receptive fields (ellipses) and star (indicating attended figure) are not displayed to the animal. B, Frequency of spike coincidences over the course of the trial (250 ms sliding window) for three
example pairs with consistent border-ownership preferences. Vertical axis, Time relative to figure onset; 1000 represents figure movement (cue to respond). Horizontal axis, Time lag between spikes
of one neuron relative to the other. Color indicates coincidence counts relative to the level expected by chance: red, positive; blue, negative. Top, middle, and bottom panels correspond to conditions
illustrated in A. C, As in B but for the populations of consistent pairs (n  38) and inconsistent pairs (n  66). Color scale bar indicates �300 coincidences/s 2 for neuron pairs 1 and 2, �600
coincidences/s 2 for neuron pair 3, and �80 coincidences/s 2 for population means.

Figure 4. Synchrony in consistent and inconsistent pairs. A, Mean covariograms of the activity from 400 to 1050 ms after stimulus onset for consistent and inconsistent pairs in three conditions:
unbound-ignore (dashed black line), bound-ignore (solid black line), and bound-attend (yellow line). The vertical axis indicates the increase in spike pairings beyond chance level as a function of time
lag between spikes. B, Frequency of spike coincidences within 40 ms for all pairs pooled and for the consistent and inconsistent pairs separately. Line conventions as in A. The number at the curved
arrow shows the frequency of coincidences expected by chance (average across groups and conditions). Note increase of synchrony with binding in consistent pairs, and low level of synchrony in
inconsistent pairs. Significance, *p � 0.05, **p � 0.01, randomization test.
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pared with the frequency of coincidences
expected by chance, which was �40 Hz,
and its random variation, which was �30
Hz (SD), as determined by integrating the
cross-correlation function of the peris-
timulus time histograms over the interval
�40 ms (pair types and conditions aver-
aged). We are able to detect the small in-
crease because we can analyze many
responses, but it is not clear how the brain
could distinguish in a single response
these occasional extra coincidences from
the large variations in the number of
chance coincidences.

What remains hidden when pooling all
pairs of neurons is that the synchrony dif-
fers strongly between consistent and in-
consistent pairs (Fig. 4B). Critically, the
mean excess synchrony in the bound-
ignore condition is �3 times higher in the
consistent pairs than in the other pairs
(p � 0.05), and binding doubles syn-
chrony in the consistent pairs (p � 0.01),
but has no effect in the other pairs (p 
0.3). Thus, binding selectively increases
synchrony in consistent pairs (p � 0.05).
These results do not depend on the exact
choice of the integration window used for
defining synchrony: the increase in fre-
quency of coincidences with binding in
the consistent pairs was significant with
integration windows from 5 to 120 ms
(p � 0.05). The difference between the
consistent and inconsistent groups was
also significant over this wide range
(p � 0.05).

Possible effects of eye movements
We considered eye movements a possible
source of variation of synchrony. We an-
alyzed the influence of the experimental
factors on (1) the variation of gaze posi-
tion across trials and (2) the frequency of
microsaccades.

The gaze position was not influenced
by the experimental factors binding, attend and contrast polarity.
The effects on mean gaze position during the static stimulus pe-
riod were �0.011° in every monkey (ANOVA; number of trials,
9,552; 10,710; and 5,130, respectively). The effect of such small
deviations on the neuronal responses is negligible.

The frequency of microsaccades is of particular interest here
because microsaccades can produce significant brief modula-
tions of firing rate (Martinez-Conde and Macknik, 2008) that
would be synchronized between neurons. Obviously, such mod-
ulations could not explain the observed difference in synchrony
between consistent and inconsistent pairs of neurons, because
eye movements would affect both groups of pairs equally. How-
ever, the experimental conditions might have influenced the fre-
quency of microsaccades, and thus synchrony. We determined
the frequency of microsaccades during the fixation period of each
trial and analyzed the influence of the experimental factors bind-
ing, attend, and contrast polarity by ANOVA. As in our analysis
of synchrony, we performed two analyses: one for the ignore

condition (attend  0) with binding and contrast polarity as
factors, and one for the bound condition (binding  1) with
attend and contrast polarity as factors. In the first analysis, we
found small significant main effects of binding in the ignore trials
(attend  0) in each of the three monkeys. The effects were neg-
ative (�6.4% in BE; �3.6% in DW; and �3.0% in GW), i.e., the
frequency of microsaccades was lower in the bound than in the
unbound condition, which is opposite to the effects of binding on
synchrony shown in Figure 4B (�88%; the reason why the con-
figuration influenced the frequency of microsaccades is not clear;
however, the influence is very small). There were no significant
effects of the factor contrast polarity. Meanwhile, the second
analysis did not show any significant effects. Thus the attention
condition did not influence the frequency of microsaccades. Note
that the difference between the attention conditions is whether
the attended figure was the one that stimulated the recorded
neurons or one of the other figures, a factor that should not

Figure 5. Precise synchrony. A, Mean covariograms only showing correlations with spike timing precision better than 20 ms.
Conditions and line conventions as in Figure 4. Shading indicates, for the bound conditions, the 95% confidence limits of the null
hypothesis that precise spike timing within 20 ms is irrelevant. B, Frequency of excess coincidences within 5 ms. The number at the
curved arrow is the frequency of coincidences expected by chance (average across groups and conditions). Significance, *p � 0.05,
randomization test. C, Frequency of excess coincidences (as in B) using different jitter intervals. Lines and shading as in A. D,
Frequency of excess coincidences as a function of distance between neurons, average of bound conditions. Dashed line, Mean. E,
Frequency of excess coincidences as a function of difference in preferred orientations between neurons. Dashed line, Mean. Note
that millisecond synchrony was found even between neurons that were widely separated in cortex.
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influence the frequency of microsaccades. In conclusion, micro-
saccades cannot explain the observed changes in synchrony.

Precision of coincidences
The fact that the covariograms of consistent pairs peak at zero lag
suggests that synchrony is produced by common input, as postu-
lated by the feedback hypothesis, rather than mutual interaction,
as in a lateral propagation scheme. Given the large distances be-
tween our recording electrodes (3–14 mm), lateral propagation
would produce signal delays due to the slow conduction of hor-
izontal fibers (approximately one-tenth of the speed of white
matter fibers; Girard et al., 2001). Such delays would produce
higher correlations at non-zero lag times. Nevertheless, because
of the relatively broad peaks in the mean covariograms of Figure
4A, one might argue that they could be the result of overlay of
individual covariograms, some of which peaked at non-zero lag
times.

To test for synchrony more rigorously, we used a perturbation
method to extract synchrony that implies spike timing precision
within a narrow interval (Amarasingham et al., 2012). For a given
time interval 	, the method tests the null hypothesis that the exact
spike timing within 	 is irrelevant. From the experimental spike
trains, surrogate spike trains are constructed that have the same
variation of firing rate when sampled with time bins of length 	
(the “jitter interval”), but within each bin the spike times are
randomized with uniform distribution. For each pair of neurons,
corresponding pairs of surrogate spike trains are generated and
their cross-correlation functions are computed. Under the null
hypothesis, the surrogate cross-correlation functions would sta-
tistically equal the experimental cross-correlation functions.

We calculated the difference between the experimental cross-
correlation functions and the corresponding mean surrogate
cross-correlation functions using 	  20 ms. The resulting new
covariograms again showed significant peaks at zero lag for con-
sistent pairs in the binding condition (ignore as well as attend),
but not in the unbound condition, and not in the inconsistent
pairs (Fig. 5A). We calculated the rates of synchrony by counting
spike coincidences within 5 ms (the approximate half-width of
Gaussians fitted to the peaks). This “tight synchrony” in consis-
tent pairs was again significantly higher with binding (Fig. 5B,
p � 0.02), and higher than in the inconsistent pairs (p � 0.04).

The effects of binding on synchrony and the differences be-
tween consistent and inconsistent pairs were not dependent on

the particular width 	 of the jitter interval
(Fig. 5C). Consistent pairs showed signif-
icant synchrony with binding even for in-
tervals as narrow as 10 ms. This is strong
evidence for common input through fast-
conducting white matter fibers as a source
of synchrony. In the millisecond range,
synchrony in consistent pairs was similar
for attended and ignored figures, and
higher in both cases than in the unbound
condition. When the jitter interval was
widened (�100 ms), the amount of syn-
chrony increased (p � 0.003, Wilcoxon
signed-rank test), and more so for ignored
(Fig. 5C, solid black) than attended ob-
jects (yellow; p � 0.01 for comparison of
attention effects at 10 vs 100 ms, Wil-
coxon signed-rank test). Thus, attention
affected only broad synchrony, as caused
by relatively slow rate covariation. Atten-

tion also reduced the trial-by-trial correlation between the mean
firing rates (“noise correlation”; Cohen and Maunsell, 2009;
Mitchell et al., 2009) in consistent pairs compared with inconsis-
tent pairs (effect of attention on Pearson’s r  �0.05 vs �0.06,
respectively, difference significant at p � 0.03).

Synchronous firing in widely separated neurons
Experiments in anesthetized animals (where feedback from
higher levels is presumably reduced or absent) have shown that
such tight synchrony falls off rapidly with distance between neu-
rons, reaching zero at 4 mm (Smith and Kohn, 2008; for LFP and
MUA coherence, see Frien and Eckhorn, 2000), which is approx-
imately the maximum length of horizontal fibers in V1. Syn-
chrony was also limited to pairs of neurons with similar
orientation preferences (Kohn and Smith, 2005; Smith and
Kohn, 2008). The grouping hypothesis predicts the opposite: to
be flexible, the grouping mechanisms must encompass neurons
with widely separated receptive fields and a variety of orientation
preferences. Thus, we should see synchronous firing even be-
tween neurons with disparate receptive fields if they have consis-
tent border-ownership selectivity and are activated by a common
object.

We found that the jitter-reduced covariograms of the consis-
tent pairs showed peaks of synchrony at zero lag even across large
distances. The distribution of the strength of synchrony as a func-
tion of the distance between neurons shows no indication of a
decline with distance (Fig. 5D; p  0.87, N  38, linear regres-
sion, one-sided test), and tight synchrony appeared in pairs sep-
arated by �13 mm. The occurrence of synchrony also did not
depend on similarity of preferred orientations (Fig. 5E; p  0.87,
N  38, linear regression, one-sided test).

Behavioral relevance
The grouping hypothesis predicts that behavioral responses will
be facilitated by the feedback because it allows object-based mod-
ulation of feature signals: enhancement of the target and suppres-
sion of distracters. The differential modulation will improve the
signal-to-noise ratio in downstream processing centers and speed
up responses. Thus, if the strength of grouping feedback fluctu-
ates from trial to trial, the grouping hypothesis predicts that
stronger synchrony in the static presentation period of a trial
should be followed by a faster behavioral response. As predicted,
reaction time was negatively correlated with synchrony in consis-

Figure 6. Correlation between synchrony and speed of behavioral response. A, Mean covariograms as in Figure 4, but showing
the results for the quartile of trials with fastest reaction times. B, Synchrony in the fastest and slowest quartiles. Significance, *p �
0.05, **p � 0.01, randomization test. Note enhanced effect of binding and enhanced differentiation between groups in fast-
response trials compared with average trials (Fig. 4).
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tent pairs in the binding condition (p �
0.02, linear regression test). That is, reac-
tion times were shorter as synchrony in-
creased, with an improvement of �8.3 ms
between the low and high synchrony
quartiles. On the other hand, the inconsis-
tent pairs showed no correlation between
reaction times and synchrony (p  0.8,
linear regression test). To illustrate the
difference in synchrony preceding fast
and slow responses, we divided the trials
into quartiles according to reaction time
(Fig. 6). In the fast-response trials there
was a significant increase of synchrony
with binding in the consistent pairs (p �
0.05), whereas the slow trials showed no
increase with binding (p  0.2). The in-
teraction between binding and response
speed was significant (p � 0.004). The
synchrony in the inconsistent pairs was
not affected by binding in fast or slow tri-
als (p  0.56 and p  0.55, respectively).
In summary, stronger grouping is corre-
lated with faster responses.

Coherent oscillations
Coherence (the covariance spectrum di-
vided by the square root of the product of
the power spectra) is a spectral measure of
covariance between signals that has been
used to detect rhythmic covariations between neural signals. Fries
et al. (2001) showed that gamma-band coherence between LFPs
in V4 increased with attention, but were not able to demonstrate
a similar increase in the coherence spectra of spike trains. As they
showed later (Fries et al., 2008), the reason for this was that co-
herence between spike trains is hard to detect due to the inherent
high noise level in the coherence of spike trains, but this problem
can be overcome using a more sensitive method that enhances the
signal-to-noise ratio at the expense of spectral resolution.

We adopted this method to determine the effects of binding
and attention on the coherence spectra of the consistent and
inconsistent pairs of neurons. In contrast to the highly specific
variation of spike synchrony, we found no evidence for fast oscil-
lations in the coherence spectra (Fig. 7A). Neither binding nor
attention increased spike coherence in the gamma range (binding
p  0.6, attend p  0.8). Spike coherence differed only at low
frequencies (Fig. 7B). In the consistent pairs, binding increased
broadband low-frequency coherence for ignored objects (p �
0.004), but attention did not further increase coherence (p 
0.5). In the inconsistent pairs, binding did not affect coherence
(p  0.4), while attention increased the low-frequency coherence
(p � 0.004). These observations at low frequencies are qualita-
tively consistent with the corresponding changes in shape of the
covariograms (Fig. 4). We also computed coherence spectra between
spikes on one electrode and the LCP on the other, but found no
differences in low frequencies or the gamma range (Fig. 7C,D).

Discussion
The observation of elevated synchrony in neuron pairs with con-
sistent border-ownership preferences and the finding that syn-
chrony increased with binding in these pairs, but not in the
others, confirm the main predictions of the grouping hypothesis:
only pairs that share common feedback signals should become syn-

chronized (Fig. 1). Finding synchrony in a specific set of neurons as
predicted is strong evidence for the proposed proto-object circuits.

Synchrony by modulatory feedback
Modulation by feedback was previously proposed to explain the
short latency of border-ownership signals that emerge within 10–35
ms after the onset of the responses (Zhou et al., 2000; Sugihara et al.,
2011). Given the low conduction velocity of intracortical fibers, it is
hard to explain the speed of this extensive context integration by
lateral propagation of signals in V2 or V1 (Craft et al., 2007; Zhang
and von der Heydt, 2010). It was therefore suggested that border-
ownership-selective neurons receive facilitating feedback from a
higher level through fast-conducting white matter fibers (Zhou et al.,
2000). Our finding of synchrony between consistent pairs of border-
ownership neurons is direct evidence for such feedback. We propose
that feedback grouping circuits explain not only the short latency of
border-ownership signals, but also are the key to understanding the
mechanism of proto-objects.

The shape of the consistent pairs’ covariograms (Fig. 4A) is the
signature of a specific mechanism. Previous studies of border-
ownership selectivity invariably showed that the context effect is
modulatory; context elements alone, without a stimulus in the
classical receptive field, do not evoke spikes (Zhou et al., 2000;
Zhang and von der Heydt, 2010). Theories and experimental
studies suggest that NMDA receptors are responsible for some of
the modulatory effects of recurrent projections, while AMPA re-
ceptors carry the feedforward transmission of visual signals
(Johnson and Burkhalter, 1994; Lumer et al., 1997; Self et al.,
2012). Whereas depolarizing synapses (e.g., AMPA) can trigger
synchronous spikes in target neurons, common input through
modulatory synapses will only amplify the synaptic currents orig-
inating from AMPA receptors. Thus, if grouping-cell feedback is
mediated by NMDA receptors, then that input would not be

Figure 7. Coherence spectra. A, Mean spike coherence in the period from 400 to 1050 ms after stimulus onset. Conditions and
line conventions as in Figure 4. B, Spike coherence energy in the frequency range 3–12 Hz. Significance, **p � 0.01, randomiza-
tion test. C, D, As in A and B but showing coherence between spikes on one electrode and LCP on the other. Note absence of effects
of binding and attention on coherence in the high-frequency range (30 –250 Hz).
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expected to directly trigger spikes in the target neurons. Instead,
the grouping feedback would induce a simultaneous enhance-
ment of the visually evoked responses that lasts for a duration
given by the time constant of the NMDA synapses. The relatively
long time constant of these synapses matches the width of the con-
sistent pairs’ covariograms (for the bound-ignore condition, for ex-
ample, fitting a Gaussian returns �  46 ms, r2  0.97). The sharp
peak component of the covariograms revealed by the jitter method
(Fig. 5A) is consistent with the time course of NMDA-mediated
synaptic currents, which rise within a few milliseconds, in contrast to
their slow decay (Hestrin et al., 1990). Thus the sharp peaks at zero
lag time are strong evidence for common grouping-cell input.

Synchrony between neurons may not be associated with bind-
ing or attention in general, but only when this sort of grouping
circuit is active. Several recent studies found no evidence for a
role of synchrony in feature binding or attention coding in area
V1 and the middle temporal area (Lamme and Spekreijse, 1998;
but see Woelbern et al., 2002; Roelfsema et al., 2004; Palanca and
DeAngelis, 2005; Chen et al., 2014), suggesting that similar
grouping circuits may not have been recruited. However, it
should be noted that those and many other studies analyzed syn-
chrony in multiunit activity (Lamme and Spekreijse, 1998; Fries
et al., 2001; Woelbern et al., 2002; Roelfsema et al., 2004; Palanca
and DeAngelis, 2005) or LFPs (Fries et al., 2001; Woelbern et al.,
2002; Palanca and DeAngelis, 2005), whereas our results are
based on single-cell recordings. By taking into account the spe-
cific role of the neurons in processing, our experiment revealed
synchrony that might not have been visible otherwise. Only after
characterizing the selectivity of the individual neurons for orien-
tation and border ownership were we able to distinguish the dif-
ferent types of pairs and examine the specific predictions of the
grouping hypothesis.

Synchrony as a coding mechanism?
While coding-by-synchrony theories postulate synchrony be-
tween neurons indiscriminately, the grouping model (Fig. 1) ex-
plains the observed specificity of synchrony. Only those neurons
whose border-ownership preferences are consistent with a given
object participate in its representation and thus exhibit syn-
chrony. Although binding did increase the mean synchrony in
our experiments, it added only �1% to the average frequency of
coincidences. It is hard to see how downstream centers could
distinguish the few additional “meaningful” coincidences from
random fluctuations in the large number of chance coincidences
(40 � 30 Hz; i.e., fluctuations of 75%). Thus, our study agrees
with previous studies (Lamme and Spekreijse, 1998; Roelfsema et
al., 2004; Palanca and DeAngelis, 2005) in concluding that syn-
chrony does not provide a robust binding signal. In our grouping
theory, the amount of synchrony is not critical because it is not
postulated as a code. Here synchrony reflects a specific neural
connectivity, and it is this connectivity that underlies the en-
hancement of feature responses with binding and produces addi-
tional enhancement under selective attention (Craft et al., 2007;
Qiu et al., 2007; Mihalas et al., 2011).

Synchrony and attention
Our results show that the formation of proto-objects does not
require attention. Synchrony also emerged for objects that the
subjects tried to ignore, and attention actually reduced synchrony
(Fig. 4B). This is in contrast to theories that emphasized the role
of attention in feature binding (Treisman and Gelade, 1980). We
argue that binding consists of the activation of reflexive grouping
circuits (Fig. 1) that provide the structure for signal enhancement

in selective attention as observed in the visual cortex (Roelfsema
et al., 1998; Qiu et al., 2007; Wannig et al., 2011). This concept
also helps to explain the reorganization and persistence of figure–
ground signals that parallel object perception (Khayat et al., 2004;
Qiu and von der Heydt, 2007; O’Herron and von der Heydt, 2009,
2011) and the remapping of these signals across saccades and object
movements (O’Herron and von der Heydt, 2013). For example,
O’Herron and von der Heydt (2009) showed that border-ownership
signals in V2 persist after the figure–ground cues are removed from
the display, and that persisting signals can be found even after inter-
ruption of the V2 activity, implying persistence of signals outside V2;
that is, at the level of grouping cells.

The attention effect needs further explanation. While enhanc-
ing firing rates, as predicted, attention decreased synchrony (Fig.
4). If the enhancement is produced by the grouping mechanism
(Fig. 1) synchrony should also increase. However, it is important
to remember that the reduction of synchrony in our results is
relative to the ignore condition in which attention is focused on
another object. Attention may have a dual role: suppression of
distractors as well as enhancement of the target. Suppression of
distractors, which is not included in the model of Figure 1, might also
involve grouping cells, but with additional inhibitory interneurons.
It is conceivable that fluctuations of grouping-cell activity in the
suppression mechanism produce higher synchrony at the ignored
objects than the enhancement of signals at the target (cf. Chen et al.,
2014). The observation that the covariogram for the ignore condi-
tion was broader than that for the attend condition (Fig. 4) and the
fact that the reduction of synchrony by attention was not apparent in
the tight synchrony (Fig. 5A–C) would be consistent with the as-
sumption of a separate suppressive mechanism that is more sluggish
than the enhancement mechanism.

According to our theory, salient objects are represented by
discrete peaks of activity in the grouping-cell layer. Finding ele-
vated synchrony with binding even for ignored objects indicates
that grouping cells enhance by feedback the contour signals of all
the objects. Thus, the pattern of grouping-cell activity forms a pre-
liminary cortical “object map.” The top-down attention mechanism
can select from this map simply by boosting the grouping cells cor-
responding to the object of interest relative to the others. Because
each grouping cell connects to a large number of feature neurons,
controlling their gain, the top-down attention mechanism can select
a myriad of widely distributed feature signals simply by activating a
small number of grouping cells (Mihalas et al., 2011). Thus, the
peaks of activity in the grouping-cell layer might correspond to the
proto-objects of perception (Rensink, 2000).

In support of this view we have shown that the proto-object map
covaries with the performance in the shape discrimination task used
in this study. The monkeys’ fastest responses were preceded by a
clearer map, as indicated by strong synchrony in consistent pairs of
neurons in the binding condition and low synchrony in the other
pairs (Fig. 6). We speculate that the proto-object map might provide
the structure for object-based selective attention in general.
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